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Three days ago — June 10 — was the 60th anniversary of President Kennedy’s Peace Speech
at American University. Reading or listening to the speech today, it is not difficult to see why
the U.S. national-security establishment deemed Kennedy to be a grave threat to national
security,  just as it  did with certain foreign leaders,  such as Prime Minister Mohammad
Mossadegh of Iran, Congo leader Patrice Lumumba, Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbenz
and, later, President Salvador Allende of Chile. 

For some 150 years, the federal government had been a limited-government republic. After
World War II, however, the federal government was converted to a national-security state. 

The difference was day and night.

With a limited-government republic, there was openness and transparency in governmental
operations. Moreover, there was only a relatively small, basic military force. No Pentagon,
no vast military-industrial complex, no CIA, no NSA, and no empire of foreign military bases.
Governmental  powers  were  limited  and  tightly  constrained.  No  power  to  assassinate,
kidnap,  torture,  or  indefinitely detain people.  No power to initiate coups or  regime-change
operations in foreign countries. No power of mass secret surveillance. 

With a national-security state, dark-side secrecy became everything. “National security”
became the two most important words in the American political lexicon. A large, permanent
military establishment, along with the CIA and the NSA, came into existence. This vast
national-security  establishment  vested  itself  with  omnipotent,  totalitarian-like  powers,
including  assassination,  torture,  coups,  secret  surveillance,  kidnapping,  and  indefinite
detention. It established a vast empire of military bases, both foreign and domestic, and
initiated a program of regime change in foreign nations. Foreign wars in faraway lands, such
as Korea and Vietnam, became the norm.
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The Cold War was actually one great big racket, one that became a cash cow for the vast
military-intelligence complex and its ever-growing army of “defense” contractors who loved
feeding at the public trough. This enormous racket was justified under the rubric of keeping
America safe from a supposed vast communist conspiracy that supposedly was based in
Moscow, Russia. Yes, that Russia!

There was no possibility whatsoever of a peaceful resolution of the forever war between the
United States and Russia, U.S. oficials said. There could never be peaceful coexistence, they
maintained.  The  war  against  the  Russian  Reds,  U.S.  national-security  officials  held,  was  a
war to the death. That was why the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommended to Kennedy that the
United States initiate a surprise nuclear attack against the Russians, a recommendation that
Kennedy indignantly rejected.

Having achieved a “breakthrough” after the Cuban Missile Crisis, Kennedy had decided that
he  was  going  to  lead  America  in  an  entirely  different  direction  from  that  of  the  national-
security establishment. In his Peace Speech, Kennedy threw down the gauntlet against what
had now become his enemy — the national-security establishment. Kennedy essentially
declared an end to the Cold War racket and announced that henceforth Russia and the
United States would live in peaceful coexistence. He declared an end to to the extreme anti-
Russia hostility that the national-security establishment had inculcated in the American
people, and he even praised the Soviet Union.

The very next night — June 11 — Kennedy delivered a nation-wide speech expressing
support  for  the  civil-rights  movement,  which  the  national-security  establishment  was
convinced was controlled by the Russian Reds. That’s why the FBI wiretapped Martin Luther
King and used blackmail with the aim of inducing him to commit suicide.

Kennedy then followed up his words with actions. Over the fierce opposition of the Pentagon
and the CIA, he negotiated the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty with the Soviets. He also ordered a
pull-out of troops from Vietnam. He proposed a joint trip to the moon with the Russians,
which would have meant sharing U.S. rocket technology with the Reds. On the day he was
killed,  he had an emissary having lunch with Fidel  Castro with an intent  to normalize
relations with Cuba, which was anathema to the national-security establishment. 

What  would  have happened if  Kennedy had lived? The national-security  establishment
would have immediately become irrelevant and immaterial.  They would have been left
twiddling their thumbs, with nothing to do. Remember, after all, that the supposed threat
from the Russian Reds was why the federal  government was converted to a national-
security state in the first place. Peaceful coexistence with the communist world would have
meant  no  more  justification  for  a  national-security  state.  The  Pentagon,  the  CIA,  and  the
NSA would have been dismantled and America’s founding system of a limited-government
republic would have been restored.

Keep in mind something else. Kennedy would never have permitted the Pentagon and the
CIA to go into the Middle East and begin killing people, as they did after the Cold War finally
came to an end in 1989. That would have meant that there never would have been terrorist
retaliation for U.S. interventionism and, therefore, there never would have been a “war on
terrorism.”

In other words, if Kennedy had lived, we’d be living in a totally different society today, one
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characterized by a limited-government republic rather than a national-security state — one
without  the  militarism,  forever  wars,  conflicts,  hostilities,  crises,  chaos,  coups,
assassinations,  torture,  and indefinite  detention that  have become regular  and permanent
features of American life.

For its part, the military-intelligence establishment considered Kennedy to be a weak leader
— a coward — an appeaser — Neville Chamberlain —  a traitor — a president who was
leading America to doom at the hands of the communists. Kennedy was deemed to be a
grave  threat  to  national-security.  As  far  as  it  was  concerned,  the  national-security
establishment had no choice but to do what was necessary to save America.

Kennedy knew the danger that he faced in the war between him and the national-security
establishment for the future direction of America. He had listened to President Eisenhower’s
Farewell Address, when Ike warned the American people of the dangers that the national-
security state apparatus posed to the rights and liberties of the American people and to
America’s democratic processes. 

The war between President Kennedy and the national-security establishment came to an
end on November 22, 1963. And Americans have been paying the price for that “victory”
ever since.
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